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Method statements
1. Small Domestic App. > Commercial and Domestic like

mixers, radios, heaters, irons, toasters, etc.
The complete dismantling of WEEE, lT equipment and other small domestic appliances whereas the
separate components of the waste are then treated separately. We will dismantle the waste further

into separate components prior to sending to other local authorised facilities or exported.
Dismantling will be carried out as stipulated in S.L, 549,89 WEEE Regulations.
2. Big Domestic App. > Commercial and Domestic like
cookers, fridges, water heaters, washing machines, dishwashers, Tv sets, Monitors, Alarm system,
Etc.

We will separate them in pieces and sorted against metals (like steel, Gopper and aluminium), cables,
electronic boards, glass and plastics. With regards to fridges and freezers we keep as is, they will be
stored until exported.Putting the material in Jumbo bags ready to be exported or sold locally, Fridges
and Freezers we store them on wooden or plastic pallets ready for export'
3. tt/ixed WEEE > Commercial and Domestic like
mixers, radios, heaters, irons, toasters, telephones,etc
The complete dismantling of WEEE, lT equipment and other small domestic appliances whereas the

separate components of the waste are then treated separately. We will dismantle the waste further
into separate components prior to sending to other local authorised facilities or exported'
Dismantling will be carried out as stipulated in S.L. 549.89 WEEE Regulations.

4. lT Equipment of any kind > Commercial and Domestic like
computers, laptops, monitors lcd led plasma and crt ( CRTs tubes will not be broken or processed on
site but will be taken to another authorised facility for further treatment) , servers, cabinets,
telecommunication equipment, mobiles, printers, copiers, tablets, computer parts like motherboards,
cd /dvd rom and floppy drives, Hard drives, ram, cpu, etc.
We will separate them in pieces and sorted against metals (like steel, copper and aluminium), cables,
electronic boards, glass and plastics.Putting the material in Jumbo bags ready to be exported or sold
locally.
5. Batteries > Commercialand Domestic like
Lead acid vehicle Lead acid other, Lithium, Other Lithium or Lithium lon, Alkaline, Nickel Cadmium,
Mixed Batteries unsorted.
Batteries will be sorted against type and then stored on site for export.Batteries will be packed in
drums, or lBC, or Jumbo bags.
6. Temperature Controller equipment > Commercial and Domestic

Air chiller indoor and outdoor , Air conditioners indoor and outdoor.
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Delivered or collected AC Units most of the time these can have still inside FREON gases and so we
you
need to recover it please follow the steps how we do so.l.Locate the information panel of the unit
residential
for
are working on and identify which type of refrigerant it uses. The most common types
units are either R-22 or R410a.2.8e sure you know which one your unit uses before proceeding.
3.Hook up your gauges to the tow side then the high side. Your low pressure is most commonly found
to be the bigger tube, and of course the High side being the smaller. 4.Purge your hoses of any air
that might have gotten inside it. You do this by holding the yellow hose away from you and opening
your low side slighly for 1 second, then your high side for one second. (tvlake sure to close both sides
back when you're done). 5.Hook up your yellow hose to the "lN" side of your recovery unit. Recovery
yellow
Machines all look a little different but they all do essentially the same thing. 6.Hook your extra
going
to want to
hose up to the "OUT" port of your recovery unit. 7.Just like with your gauges you're
purge your recovery unit as well so once you hook up the yellow hose just release some gas from the
your recovery
low side for 1 second. 8.Hook up the other end of the yellow hose to the Liquid side of
tank. On your recovery tank, you should have two ports one blue, one red' Just like blue and red on
your gauges represents low and high sides respectively your recovery tank is the same so you want
to hook up to the RED port. 9.Open the low side on your gauges. tvlake sure both ports on your
unit
recovery unit are open, and then open your valve on your recovery tank. 1O'Turn on the recovery
gauges
your
close
recovering,
you're
finished
and wait for your gauges to drop to zero psig. When
the
and turn the recovery machine. After this operation is now safe to start the separation of
boards
equipment itself by dismantling and separating the metals (copper and steel), motors, cables,
and plastics.
putting the material in Jumbo bags and on pallets ready to be exported or sold locally, Gases will be
stored in cylinders as well to be exported or delivered to another facility'
7. Water Heaters > Commercial and Domestic like

Solar water heaters, Gas water heater, Electric water heater
on
With regards to the water heaters we store them at the facility until exported.We store them
wooden or plastic pallets ready for export.

like
B. Telecommunication Equipment of any kind > Commercial and Domestic
Servers, Cabinets, Boards, etc
aluminium), cables,
We will separate them in pieces and sorted against metals (like steel, copper and
be exported or sold
electronic boards, glass and plastics.Putting the material in Jumbo bags ready to
locally.
9. Wire Cables > Commercial and Domestic
Any kind of wire but not oil insulated cable'

the copper millberry
Cables will be stored and then stripped with our stripping machine to recover
Copper then will be stored in jumbo bags ready to be exported'
10. Machinery > Commercialand Domestic

lndustrial production machines.
and aluminium), cables,
We will separate them in pieces and sorted against metals (like steel, copper
ready to be exported or sold
electronic boards, gtass and plastics.Putting the material in Jumbo bags
locally.
1

1. Solar Water Heaters >Commercial and Domestic

Water heaters.
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Just store them for export.store them on pallets ready to be exported.

12. Solar Panels > Commercial and Domestic

Solar panels
Just store them for export.store them on pallets ready to be exported
'13. Power Tools > Commercial and Domestic

Any type of power tools like drills, Graders, Jiggers etc
The complete dismantling of WEEE, lT equipment and other small domestic appliances whereas the

separate components of the waste are then treated separately. We will dismantle the waste further
into separate components prior to sending to other local authorised facilities or exported.
Dismantling will be carried out as stipulated in s.L, 549.89 WEEE Regulations..
14. Dismantled and separated electronic boards
Electronic Boards that had already been separated

Sort them according to different categories.Putting the sorted boards in Jumbo bags ready to be
exported.
15. Spent catalysts

vehicle spent Catalysers
We will collect catalysers from ELV facilities and sort them according to different categories..store
them in boxes for export.
16. Edible oil and fat

we collected it and store it temporarily,we keep it in its original tanks of 25 liters and then we sell it
locally.
1 T.Tin,copper,bronze,brass,aluminium,lead,zinc,i
We collected it and stored it temporarily,stored

el,mixed
for export or
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